
Furnishing fabrics storage system



customized



Starting from the diagnosis of the customer’s needs, through the 
planning stage and the installation of fully operational, integrated 
systems, Ferretto Group provides a complete logistics plant. 

Ferretto Group - with his four key brands Armes©, Promag©, Bertello© 
and Egeria© - provides indeed a complete customized logistics solution. 
Thus, thanks to Ferretto Group wide experience and comprehensive 
range of solutions, every client’s requirement is complied. 

Quality, expertise, excellence in service are the corporate 
distinctive leitmotif. Ferretto Group has always been 
committed in building up its credibility clinging to its 

mission, which has gained it global recognition.

Reliability 

customizedsolutions



Thanks to a state-of-the-art technology, 
Ferretto Group develops highly 
automated systems. Therefore, 

since the initial installation as well as the 
following implementation of management 
software, the mechanical revamping, the 
technological updating and the compliance 
with safety standards, Ferretto Group 
guarantees the utmost level of accuracy and 
the lowest index of errors. 

Accuracy

The provided services range from consultancy to 
planning, implementation and lifetime support. At any 
stage of this cycle Ferretto Group is capable to tackle 

with issues affecting your facility and to provide after-sales 
and remote assistance. Ferretto Group after sales team can 
also advice on system update and expansion. 

Problem solving



Cost 
competitiveness 

Ferretto Group’s complete solution is a cost-
optimizing answer. Indeed, a single supplier of 
goods and services for the intra-logistics increase 

performance and flexibility, reduce response time and 
minimize logistics costs. 



Cees Vissers, 
ceo Kobefab International BV.

references
“ In 2010 the warehouse of Kobe was mainly destroyed 
by a fire. Together with the Ferretto Group a new 
warehouse was developed and built within a very, very 
short period. Ferretto Group continued working on the 
system until literally all targets concerning reliability, 
efficiency and the software used were achieved. Now we 
are proud of our new warehouse; I think we have one of 
the best.”



Avinash and Kenny Kalwani
Owners, York Furnishing Fabrics

references

“With the automation by Ferretto Group our output is 
going to be five to ten times faster, and this allows us to 
approach new markets. Moreover this technology makes our 
foundations stronger so that the growth can be well planned 
and optimized.”



An italian company for

top-tiercompanies
Ferretto Group stands out for its premier quality and Italian design for almost 60 years 

now.  A  company globally renowned for its pursuit of excellence in the intra-logistics 
market; this is the reason why leading companies assign the implementation of their 

logistics facilities to Ferretto Group. 



®

®



Foreign 
companies

Worldwide sales 
network

European sales network 
and headquarters

Bangalore - India

Cairo - Egypt

Beijing - China

Leader in logist ic solutions

BRASIL

FerrettoGroup

FerrettoGroup
Leader in logist ic solutions

NORTH AMERICA

San Paolo- Brazil

Montreal - Canada



Ferretto Group is globally active throughout its own 
companies and strong partnerships in countries 
such as India, China, Egypt, Middle East and Africa 

and commercial agencies in the rest of the world, which 
proves the strength and flexibility of what is, in effect, a 
global presence. 

worldwide
Worldwide sales 
network



Italian style and expertise serving logistics

Ferretto Group Spa
Strada Padana Verso Verona, 101 - 36100 Vicenza, Italia
Tel. +39 0444 349688 - Fax +39 0444 349498
info@ferrettogroup.com - www.ferrettogroup.com 

Scaffalature metalliche - Soppalchi
Metal racks - Mezzanines

Magazzini automatici
Automatic storage systems   

Software per la logistica
Software for logistics

Magazzini verticali, rotanti e compattabili
Vertical, rotating and compact mobile systems


